Remaining eqns can be solved for the metric and dilaton in terms of stress energy of f . Thus, true degrees of freedom = f + (z
BH solution:
QFT on CS calculation a'la Hawking (Giddings, Nelson) yields Hawking radiation at I + R with kT H = κh indep of mass. Remark: BH Sptime occupies only part of (z We shall extract physics from the operator equations using different approximations/Ansatz:
FULL QUANTUM THEORY:
Trial Solution to the Operator eqns using η ab to define stress energy operator
Mean Field approximation (analog of semiclassical gravity)
Trial Solution to Oprtr Eqns:
Use η ab to defineT ab .ThenT +− = 0, can solve oprtr equations explicitly
On singularity Ω = 0 butΩ still well defined as operator. Large fluctuations ofΩ near classical singularitŷ Ω well defined on whole Minkowskian plane, even "above" singularity: Quantum Extension of Classical Spacetime.
Hawking Effect: Quantum State of gravity-dilaton-matter system |f + × |0 − . |0 − interpreted by asymptotic inertial observers in expectation-value-geometry at I Quantum Gravity and the information loss problem -p. 13
FINAL PICTURE:
Interior to past of MFA singularity: MFA numerics. 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY ABHAY!!

INFO LOSS PROBLEM:
|0 − is pure state in Hilbert space of asymp observers Intuitively "nothing emmitted after P", "All info emerges before P in Hawking radtn". ⇒ |Ψ = |vac >P ⊗ |purestate <P . NOT TRUE! f (P 1 )f (P 0 ) = 0 -Correlations! Where does intuition go wrong? Impossible (?) to localise states (Reeh-Schlieder?)to before/after P ⇒ no split H = H >P ⊗ H <P Can we do this split "approximately" and say that Hawking radtn is "approximately" pure?
Use ptcle basis. Ptcle concept nonlocal. Can't localise ptcles only to future/past of P. Use orthornormal set of peaked modes. Localiztn approximate because modes always have tails.
Is S P "approx" zero? How fast does S Q | Q→P decrease? (Depends on how peaked the modes are.Ones in use have very long tails. Can we do better?) Imp to know vis a vis remnants.
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Asymptotic Analysis near I 
